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Workshop 
• Continued from Page 1 B 
the Queen Mary 2 in July 2016, 
said Yupo Chan, the UALR 
professor and the founding 
chairman of its department 
of systems engineering. The 
"secluded" environment en
courages interaction between 
the small group of fellows, he 
said. 

"The first one is always 
challenging because, you 
know, you've never done it 
before,'' Chan said. ''And so 
my job this time, with the 
help of Mustafa, is to even 
sharpen the focus a little bit 
more, not only recruiting the 
best ·candidates to participate 
but also define the problem 
more precisely." 

The steering committee 
wants to have 12 junior fellows 
- newly minted post-doctoral 
graduates who are just starting 
in academia - and four senior 
fellows, those with at least 30 
years of experience in the field, 
for the 2019 workshop, Chan 
said. 

The junior fellows typi
cally come with an idea - a 
real-world problem - and 
are supposed to move the 
needle in helping fix the 
problem, Alassad said. All 
fellows will draft a technical 
paper stemming from the 
workshop ideas which will be 
considered for publication in 
a journal. 

Chan said self-driving cars 
is a good potential research 
topic. Sometimes, the vehi-

-des crasp, and sometimes ' 
they aren't on tiraok wi~h t>her 
route, he said. 

"Self-driving cars is very, 
very brand new, so anything 
you can do to help out to un
derstand it better would be a 
good deal from an engineer
ing point of view," he said. 
"The main driver behind it is ' 
communication because you 
need to tell basically a robot 
running around what to do." 

Erhardt, who was a junior 
fellow at last year's workshop, 
studied whether people sub
stituted or complemented 
long-distance travel as tele
communications technology 
improved. His paper offered 
two conceptual models to 
understand the relationship 
between the two. 

The workshop also offers 
junior fellows career guid
ance to help them excel in 
their fledgling academic ca
reers. Transitioning from a 
doctoral student - which has 
a faculty advisor - to a fac
ulty member with complete 
independence is a daunting 
task, Erhardt said. 

"Once you get into that• 
position where you're a pro
fessor, everyone kind of ex
pects you have the answers. 
They don't expect you to 
be looking for the answers," 
he said. "[The workshop is] 
essentially an acknowledge 
ment, in essence, of a chance1 
to identify people who are\ 
doing really great things and 
help them launch their ca
reer, and it's an investment 
in those people." 




